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DAYTIME SERIES PROGRAMMING 
 

RETURNING SERIES 
 

My Little Pony: Friendship is Magic 
Series Returns Saturday, July 30 at 11:30a/10:30c 
TV-Y 
MY LITTLE PONY: FRIENDSHIP IS MAGIC follows the magical Princess Twilight Sparkle and her trusted 
assistant Spike, who live in Ponyville in the enchanted land of Equestria, along with her colorful pony friends – 

honest Applejack, generous Rarity, kind Fluttershy, loyal Rainbow Dash and fun-loving Pinkie Pie. Together, 
they teach one another valuable lessons about the most powerful magic of all – the magic of friendship.  

 MID-SEASON PREMIERE Stranger Than Fan Fiction premieres Saturday, July 30 at 11:30a/10:30c 
Rainbow Dash attends the Daring Do Convention in Manehattan and meets a pony named Quibble 

Pants (voiced by Patton Oswalt) who despises Daring Do as much as she loves it. The two of them 
get wrapped up in a real life Daring Do adventure and must settle their differences if they have any 

chance of surviving the convention. 
 

NEW SERIES 
 

Robin Hood: Mischief in Sherwood 
Series Premieres Sunday, July 3 at 8:30a/7:30c 
TV-Y7 
You’re never too young to be the hero of your hood! Discovery Family Channel introduces the series premiere 

of ROBIN HOOD: MISCHIEF IN SHERWOOD, featuring 10-year-old Robin and his young friends as they stand 
up to Prince John’s silly antics in Sherwood Forest. Throughout the series, viewers will meet new heroes and 
reunite with iconic characters from the Robin Hood franchise including Maid Marian, charming Little John, 
grumpy Tuck and Robin’s funny cousin Scarlett in a mix of magic, friendship and a whole lot of excitement 

along the way. With Richard the Lionheart away at war, it’s up to Robin and his adventurous pals to save the 
day without ever missing an opportunity to have fun. 

 The Conquest of Sherwood; Private Lessons premieres Sunday, July 3 at 8:30a/7:30c 
Robin foils Prince John’s attempts to find his den and later retrieves the gold he unjustly stole from 

the villagers. The bandits kidnap Lady Rohesia in order to learn about the secret of the 
philosopher’s stone. 

 The Hypnotizer; The Charlatan premieres Sunday, July 10 at 8:30a/7:30c 
Robin, hypnotized by Perdigan, is brought to Prince John who intends to use him to stage a heroic 
arrest. Later, a charlatan poisons the villagers and then sells them the remedy at an extortionate 
price. 

 The Other Robin, The Treasure Chaser premieres Sunday, July 17 at 8:30a/7:30c 
Hired by Prince John, an impostor passes himself off as Robin in order to discredit the real one. 
Robin and Prince John race each other to find the bandit’s hidden treasure. 

 The Puppet Master; The Sword of Kings premieres Sunday, July 24 at 8:30a/7:30c 
Robin and his friends free a puppeteer who had been unfairly punished by Prince John. Robin foils a 
fake druid’s scam and retrieves the gold Prince John had given him. 

 Baby Hood; Lubin's Horse premieres Sunday, July 31 at 8:30a/7:30c 
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Robin strives to free and reunite a mother with her baby. Robin helps a young farmer win a horse 
race and save his farm from going bankrupt. 

 

Secrets of America’s Favorite Places 
Series Premieres Sunday, July 3 at 6p/5c 
TV-PG 
Was the Statue of Liberty actually modeled after a man? Why was the Golden Gate Bridge in San Francisco 

nearly painted with yellow and black stripes that resembled a bumble bee? Does the U.S. government even 
own the land on which Mount Rushmore sits? Is there any truth to a recent report that all 336 of Alcatraz’s jail 

cells will be transformed into luxury micro-apartments? This summer, Discovery Family Channel uncovers the 
secrets, mysteries and surprisingly little-known stories behind some of the most iconic locations in America. 
SECRETS OF AMERICA’S FAVORITE PLACES reveals fascinating facts that will forever change how you think and 
feel about America’s favorite places. 

 Statue of Liberty premieres Sunday, July 3 at 6p/5c 

Was the Statue of Liberty actually modeled after a man? Did you know that the conventional 
wisdom that the statue was a gift from the French government is incorrect? Just how damaged was 

Lady Liberty by the first terrorist attack on America during World War I? Meet a man who spent 
decades of his life climbing to the top of the statue to maintain it. And get a rare look at how the 

Coast Guard keeps a constant watchful eye over Lady Liberty. 
 Lincoln’s Washington premieres Sunday, July 10 at 6p/5c 

Are there secret messages contained at the Lincoln Memorial? You’ll be shocked to know that 
Abraham Lincoln often traveled around Washington, D.C. alone – without a security detail. Visit an 
often-overlooked Washington, D.C. cottage where Lincoln spent nearly a quarter of his presidency. 
And would you believe almost 50 years before the Lincoln Memorial was built on the National Mall, 
a little-known controversial statue served as the nation’s landmark to honor Lincoln? 

 Mount Rushmore premieres Sunday, July 17 at 6p/5c 
What did it take to carve the four presidents heads – sixty feet tall each – into solid granite? Who 
decided which presidents would be immortalized? As massive as the presidents are on Mount 
Rushmore, there’s an even bigger mountain carving of Native American warrior Crazy Horse 
underway just a few miles away. 

 Alcatraz premieres Sunday, July 24 at 6p/5c 
What was it really like to do hard time in America’s most notorious prison? One of the last surviving 

former Alcatraz inmates gives his first-ever TV interview and shatters many myths surrounding the 
famous prison. Meet a U.S. Marshal who is still investigating The Great Escape of 1962 during 

which three inmates vanished from the island and were never seen again. 
 Golden Gate Bridge premieres Sunday, July 31 at 6p/5c 

The Golden Gate Bridge is the most photographed and most famous bridge in the world. Its 
“International Orange” color is iconic, but few know the color was chosen by a strange fluke. The 

bridge has endured earthquakes with grace, but it almost collapsed on its 50th anniversary when 
500,000 people partied on the span to celebrate. Did you know there’s evidence that the Japanese 
navy came very close to destroying Golden Gate Bridge during World War II? 

 

ONGOING SERIES 
 

Transformers Rescue Bots 
World premieres continue Saturdays at 8:30a/7:30c 
TV-Y7 
TRANSFORMERS RESCUE BOTS follows the adventures of four young Transformers and their human 

counterparts – a family of emergency responders with 12-year-old Cody Burns at the center. The Rescue Bots 
– Heatwave, Chase, Blades and Boulder are tasked by Optimus Prime to study the ways of humanity and 

protect mankind on the island of Griffin Rock, a highly advanced hub of technology located off the coast of 
Maine. Throughout the series, Cody and his family teach the Bots how to live amidst humankind while learning 

about teamwork, cooperation and overcoming obstacles along the way. 
 The More Things Change... premieres Saturday, July 2 at 8:30a/7:30c 

The Rescue Team struggles with last minute preparations as they finally open the mainland Training 
Center. 

 ...The More Things Stay the Same premieres Saturday, July 9 at 8:30a/7:30c 
The Bots' Mainland Training Center is in danger of being discovered by humans . To make matters 
worse, the Rescue Team is trapped inside with a malfunctioning hologram. 

 Hot Rod Bot premieres Saturday, July 23 at 8:30a/7:30c 
Dani helps Blurr find balance between his wish to be a winning race car and a working Rescue Bot. 

 King Burns premieres Saturday, July 30 at 8:30a/7:30c 
While Chief helps Woodrow rescue gorillas from a volcanic eruption, his sons learn they are heirs to 



 

the "throne" of Griffin Rock. 
 

The New Adventures of Peter Pan 

U.S. premieres continue Sundays at 8a/7c 
TV-Y7 (FV) 
The fairytale island of Neverland, where children’s wildest dreams come true, is being threatened by the 
dastardly Captain Hook. In THE NEW ADVENTURES OF PETER PAN, Peter Pan takes Wendy, John, Michael and 

the Lost Boys and Girls off to wondrous places that often turn out to be far more dangerous than anyone 
would have ever expected! In order to keep Neverland safe from Captain Hook, Peter and his friends fly head 

on into adventure to protect their right to never grow up. 

 Peter’s Choice premieres Sunday, July 3 at 8a/7c 
When pirates kidnap Wendy and Tinkerbell, it’s up to Peter to save them. 

 Wild Melodies premieres Sunday, July 10 at 8a/7c 
The Wild Melodies migration takes place in Neverland once a year during the spring tide. Peter 
must ensure the pirates get out of the sand bank before it is too late. 

 Never Movie premieres Sunday, July 17 at 8a/7c 
After the Darling children show Peter an adventure film, he decides to watch a movie with the Lost 
Kids back in Neverland. During the movie, something goes wrong and the characters from the film 
fall out of the screen and into Neverland. 

 Never Ending Neverland premieres Sunday, July 24 at 8a/7c 
The Darling children spend their first night in Neverland. After an accident, the Never Tree sinks 
causing a bad case of déjà vu. 

 Christmas in Neverland premieres Sunday, July 31 at 8a/7c 

It’s up to Peter to save Christmas when Captain Hook kidnaps Santa Claus in Neverland. 
 

MOVIES/STUNTS 
 

Independence Day Stunt: Insane Pools: Off the Deep End Marathon 
Monday, July 4 beginning at 1p/12c 

TV-PG 
There are custom pools and gardens - and then there are Lucas Lagoons. INSANE POOLS: OFF THE DEEP END 
follows award-winning pool designer Lucas Congdon as he turns high and dry homes into exotic waterfront 
properties through grand, nature-inspired designs to encourage his clients to rediscover their love of the 
outdoors. 

 Swimming with the Fishes premieres Monday, July 4 at 1p/12c 
A family in Siesta Key, Florida requests a new koi pond for their fish that currently live in a 

temporary tank in the garage. Pool designer and builder, Lucas Congdon, not only creates a koi 
pond for the fish, but also turns the project into an entire backyard oasis. In the time it takes to 

build the koi pond, Lucas and his crew transforms an eyesore of a pool taking up space into a 
stunning, natural lagoon. The team even squeezes out time to install an aquaponics system to the 

surprise of the client. 

 Mountain Lodge Oasis premieres Monday, July 4 at 2p/1c 
The Lucas Lagoons crew faces the unique challenge of building a Rocky Mountain-style lagoon for a 
family living in the Florida wetlands. But Lucas quickly learns that his clients are supervising and 
instructing him along the way as he creates their dream pools. 

 Paradise on the Bay premieres Monday, July 4 at 3p/2c 
A couple with a home on the bay in Snead Island, Florida tasks Lucas to create a waterfront 
paradise in their backyard. Lucas and his crew completely demolish the existing backyard to build a 
brand new outdoor space that truly lives up to the term “paradise.” Lucas creates a Floridian 
bayside with an infinity edge pool and spa, an outdoor kitchen, and breathtaking fire features – all 
without using any of his signature fieldstones. 

 In Hot Water premieres Monday, July 4 at 4p/3c 
After 10 years of saving for its retirement, a couple challenges Lucas to build a pool with a “wow 
factor.” The crew creates a giant double pool with a connecting stream and several customized 

surprises. 
 

Independence Day Stunt: Back to the Future Marathon 
Monday, July 4 beginning at 5p/4c 
This Fourth of July, get ready to go back…to back…to back…to the future with Discovery Family Channel. 

Celebrate a timeless American classic with Marty McFly and Doc Brown beginning at 5p/4c on Monday, July 4 
with back-to-back airings of the entire BACK TO THE FUTURE trilogy throughout the evening. Additionally, if 

you’re busy saving the clock tower, the marathon repeats history on Tuesday, July 5 beginning at 



 

1:30p/12:30c. 

 Back to the Future airs Monday, July 4 at 5p/4c 
TV-PG (L) 
From the Academy Award-winning filmmakers Steven Spielberg and Robert Zemeckis comes BACK TO 
THE FUTURE - the original, groundbreaking adventure that sparked one of the most successful trilogies 

ever! When teenager Marty McFly (Michael J. Fox) is blasted to 1955 in a DeLorean time machine 
created by the eccentric Doc Brown (Christopher Lloyd), he finds himself mixed up in a time-shattering 

chain reaction that could vaporize his future - and leave him trapped in the past. Powered by 
innovative special effects, unforgettable songs and non-stop action, BACK TO THE FUTURE is an 

unrivaled adventure for the entire family that stands the test of time. 
 Back to the Future Part II airs Monday, July 4 at 7:30p/6:30c 

TV-PG (V) 
Getting back was only the beginning as the most spectacular time-travel adventure ever continues in 
BACK TO THE FUTURE PART II. Picking up precisely where they left off, Marty McFly and Doc Brown 
launch themselves to the year 2015 to fine-tune the future and inadvertently disrupt the space time 
continuum. Now, their only chance to fix the present is by going back to 1955 all over again before it is 

too late.  
 Back to the Future Part III airs Monday, July 4 at 10p/9c 

TV-PG 
They've saved the biggest trip for last as the most popular time-traveling movie trilogy ever comes to a 
rousing conclusion in BACK TO THE FUTURE PART III! Stranded in 1955 after a freak accident, Marty 
McFly discovers he must travel back to 1885 to rescue Doc Brown before he becomes smitten with 
school teacher Clara Clayton (Mary Steenburgen). Now, it's up to Marty to keep Doc out of trouble, get 
the DeLorean running and put the past, present and future on track so they can all get back to where - 
and when - they belong.  

 

Dr. Seuss’ Horton Hears a Who! 
Network Premiere Saturday, July 16 at 9p/8c 
TV-G 
From the makers of ICE AGE comes a hilarious and heartwarming adventure set in the Jungle of Nool. Meet 

Horton, a fun loving elephant who hears a cry for help coming from a speck of dust floating through the air. He 
soon discovers the speck is home to Who-ville, a city inhabited by tiny people in big trouble. Horton must 

brave the dangers of the jungle to protect his new friends and save the day. 
 

BFF Week with My Little Pony 
Saturday, July 23 – Sunday, July 30 at 10a/9c  
In celebration of International Friendship Day and the return of new episodes of MY LITTLE PONY: FRIENDSHIP 
IS MAGIC on Saturday, July 30, Discovery Family Channel is sharing the magic of friendship all week long during 
“BFF Week with My Little Pony” beginning Saturday, July 23. Each day throughout the week at 10a/9c, viewers 

can catch classic MY LITTLE PONY: FRIENDSHIP IS MAGIC episodes that celebrate the importance of friendship 
and the special bond between best friends. Additionally, from Monday, July 18 through Wednesday, July 27, 

fans can vote for their favorite top three episodes from the past two seasons at 
DiscoveryFamily.com/Friendship. Fan favorite episodes will air prior to the mid-season premiere beginning at 

10a/9c. 
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